FEATURES
6 axis Motion-System with pitch, roll and heave Movements
High-Resolution Monitor-System
6-Channel Surrounding Sound System
Integrated Network
Individual Brands and Colours
5 Ride Films

Specifications
L:4.0m | W:3.0m | H:3.0m
400V/32A

MOTION SIMULATOR
LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN...
MOTION SIMULATOR SX600XX

Motion System
6 axis motion-system with pitch, roll, yaw, sway, surge and heave movements simulates realistic motion in every film or game.

Visual System
The integrated high-resolution monitor-system generates a sophisticated visual experience for all users. Optional we implement the Pinkau 3D-stereoscopic technology for ultimate 3D adventures in every simulator-system.

Sound System
The 6–channel surrounding sound system, integrated in every Pinkau simulator, brings the user in the middle of another world.

Network System
Integrated network units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Advertising to create his own unique simulator.

Ridefilms and Games
Every Pinkau simulator comes with 5 ride films for passive or 3 games for active simulators which can be chosen from our library. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games or ride films in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our salesservice. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: depends on
Required power: 400V / 32A